EX-JUDGE TAYLOR IS SHOT TO DEATH
Rancher Enacts Tragedy at Astoria.

MANY SEE STREET SHOOTING
Oswald Harned Says His Family Separated by Victim.

EX-WIFE SCORES SLAYER
Woman Declares Amanda Frances Insane and Seeks Custody of Child—Remains Make Arrangements for Funeral.

PILGRIMS CURED AT NOTED SHRINE
Seekers for Miracles Are Advised to Apply by Brevard.

HOSPITAL STAFF WELCOMES POOR TO CHECKUP
Church Workers Urge Those in Need to Visit.

Taylor Had Been at Home for Three Years. Camelot, Oregon, is a lonely little spot, which is tied in with the world by a single road. A hobo has been reported there, and there are rumors that some of the local residents are indulging in some form of religion. But beyond that, there is little to be known about the place. The only thing that is known for sure is that Judge Taylor was there when he was shot.
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100 AMERICANS ARE REBELS' PRISONERS
Consul Heads Party Reported Captured.

RESUE IS NOT ATTEMPTED
Authorities Fear to Sir Carriers to Attractions.

GAMBA NOT SURPRISED
Foreign Minister Says Nothing Else Was to Be Expected of Policy of Hostility at Port of United States.

SURE NOT SURPRISED
French Minister Denies Reports of Secret Agreement with Germany.

SUFFRAGIST HORSE IS SHOT
Women's Rights Leader Killed at Democratic National Convention.

CHANCE ON THE BANJO
Woman Struck Down as She Attempted to Cross Stage.

MAKING CLEVER BANK SLIDES
Woman Steals $1,000 from Bank in Brilliant Trick.

COLUMBIA CUT BANK SLIDES
Woman Steals $1,000 from Bank in Brilliant Trick.

CUBAN WOMAN DIES
Woman Drowned in River While Fishing.

NO WING PROPOSED FOR TERRORIST
The Wingless Vulcan is Proposed for the Terrorist.

Dozens of Women's Clubs have been formed in the city, and it is said that they are very active. The women are said to be very determined in their work, and they are said to be very organized. They are said to be very united, and they are said to be very strong.

SURFING WHALES
Woman Surfing Whales Is Reported.

CUBAN WOMAN DIES
Woman Drowned in River While Fishing.

NO WING PROPOSED FOR TERRORIST
The Wingless Vulcan is Proposed for the Terrorist.

Dozens of Women's Clubs have been formed in the city, and it is said that they are very active. The women are said to be very determined in their work, and they are said to be very organized. They are said to be very united, and they are said to be very strong.

VARIOUS FIELD DAY ENTERTAINMENT
A variety of field day entertainment was provided, including music, dance, and a variety of games.

ROYALTY GUESTS ON TRIP
Mrs. Casey Returns with Infants from Tour of Europe.

WILSON READY TO SIGN
President Tindale Attributed His Decision to Public Opinion.